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climate models to improve model fidelity.

https://ocean-eddy-cpt.github.io/

Ocean mesoscales = source of uncertainty for ocean heat uptake/sea level
Ocean mesoscale eddies (10-100 km
horizontal scale) - important for tracer
transport, thermosteric sea level &
responsible for spread in OHU (IPCC AR4,5,6)

(from Malcolm Roberts & Helene Hewitt, UK Met Office)
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TODD ET AL.

➡ Transfer energy & momentum upscale = Backscatter
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to be parameterized from data

Subgrid Ocean Closures/Parameterizations
Input = coarsened fields from a highresolution model

ML model = neural net or
symbolic regression

missing forcing
Output = Parameterization for ocean
turbulence forcing
^
S = Function (Resolved Scales)

(e.g., Krasnopolsky et al., 2010; Rasp et al., 2018; Brenowitz & Bretherton 2017; Yuval & O’Gorman,
2020; Bolton & Zanna, 2019; Salehipour & Peltier, 2019; Zanna & Bolton 2020; Gettelman et al. 2020 …)
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What we did so far …

(Bolton & Zanna 2019, Zanna & Bolton 2020, Zanna & Bolton 2021,
Guillaumin & Zanna 2021, Ross et al. 2022)
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Output:
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Testing: different CO2, different Reynolds numbers, different configurations
Implementation: idealized barotropic, QG, idealized MOM6 (GFDL & CESM3 ocean component)

Testbed: 2-layer Quasi Geostrophic Model
✅ Develop a testbed with well-defined metrics + adequate baselines for benchmarking
Our goals:
1) Aid with physical mechanisms & interpretation
2) Test robustness of methods & results
3) Ensure validation, verification and uncertainty
quantification of models.

Datasets, metrics & ML models
➡https://github.com/pyqg

➡https://github.com/m2lines/pyqg_parameterization_benchmarks
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Train constrained fully conv neural network on eddy config
x128

x7
…

Raw inputs

Subtract
spatial
mean

Apply
constraint

Channelwise
normalization

(

Convolution,
circular padding,
batchnorm, ReLU

-

Predicted forcing
(normalized channelwise)

Repeat convolutional layers
(final layer has 4 channels)
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Mean squared
error loss

Target forcing (also
normalized channelwise)

Genetic Programming: Alternative approach of library-based symbolic regression
Goal: “evolve” an initial expression by mimicking natural selection (fitness = accuracy
+ λ×parsimony)
Naturally finds deep expressions!

Genetic Programming: Alternative approach of library-based symbolic regression
Goal: “evolve” an initial expression by mimicking natural selection (fitness = accuracy
+ λ×parsimony)
Naturally finds deep expressions!

Two major changes:

✅ Introduce spatial derivatives
✅ Human-in-the-loop intervention

Offline Metrics for different paramaterizations

“physics-based” negative
viscosity energeticallyconstrained (Jansen & Held,
2014)

Kinetic Energy Snapshots for eddy parameterizations

➡ Eyeballing: all look pretty good

Eddy Configuration: Online

➡ Eyeballing: some parameterizations better than others
➡ Offline metrics are not great predictors of online performance (nothing new here)
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Similarity Metrics
➡ Don’t eyeball!
➡ Develop well-defined & quantitative metrics rather than eyeballing (as we
do for CMIP! e.g., Eyring et al., 2016)

Similarity Metrics
➡ Don’t eyeball!
➡ Develop well-defined & quantitative metrics rather than eyeballing (as we
do for CMIP! e.g., Eyring et al., 2016)
➡ Explore the input/output space with different filtering

Similarity Metrics

Smagorinsky

Kinetic Energy Snapshots for eddy & jet configurations

➡ Physics-based does not do anything
➡ CNN struggles
➡ Symbolic expression generalizes well (& very easy to implement in any model)

Some thoughts on Hybrid ML for ocean/climate models & Next Steps
‣ Data/Input is everything: filtering, variables, etc
B

‣ Constraints are important but not enough

‣ Datasets, Evaluation & metrics have to be vast for robustness & generalization

‣ Mix & match seems to work. i.e., the parameterizations are transferable: we learn
from data generated by one model & implement it in another model

Some thoughts on Hybrid ML for ocean/climate models & Next Steps
‣ Our route towards global model implementation
‣ Testing in MOM6 idealized config (including python-fortran): continue to see clear
advantages to symbolic-regression (implementation, interpretability, etc)

Guillaumin & Zanna 2021

Zanna & Bolton 2020

50-member
ensemble (tuned)

‣ New problems same as old ones: numerics/stability, compensating errors, coupling, tuning …

Some thoughts on Hybrid ML for ocean/climate models & Next Steps
‣ Our route towards global model implementation
‣ Testing in MOM6 idealized config (including python-fortran)
‣ This year:
‣ global MOM6 (ML-vertical mixing, mesoscale eddies) & IPSL (ML equation of state) OMIP

Geophysical Research Letters

‣ Idealized CAM for atmospheric convection

10.1029/2020GL091363
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Figure 1. Illustration of the parameterization structure. There are two different NNs included in the parameterization,
each having its own inputs and outputs (full description in Section 3.1). Arrows indicate subgrid fluxes due to vertical
advection and sedimentation, ellipses indicate tendencies associated with sources/sinks due to cloud microphysics,
radiation and phase changes of precipitating water, and the wavy pattern indicates the coarse-grained diffusivity ( )
which is predicted only at the lower 15 levels of the model. Blue (red) color indicates a variable, tendency or flux
associated with moisture (energy). NN, neural network.
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exception of radiative heating. Above 13.9 km the subgrid fluxes and microphysical tendency are set to zero
and the radiative heating tendencies calculated at coarse resolution from SAM are used.

The inputs for NN1 are the resolved vertical profiles of qT and temperature (T; the temperature is diagnosed
from the coarse-grained prognostic variables ) at the lowest 30 full levels, as well as the distance to the equator
(|y|, which is a proxy for insolation and surface albedo as both are only a function of |y| in our simulations),
giving 30 × 2 + 1 = 61 inputs. We verified that using top of atmosphere insolation as input instead of the
distance to equator does not change the results presented in this study (Figure S1). We found that using all
48 levels of T and qT as inputs in NN1 leads to an instability, possibly related to instabilities found in previous studies when qp is not used a prognostic variable (Brenowitz & Bretherton, 2019; Brenowitz et al., 2020,
YOG20). However, while Brenowitz and Bretherton (2019) and Brenowitz et al. (2020) removed some inputs
above the mid-troposphere to achieve stability, we find it is sufficient to not use inputs in the stratosphere.
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The second NN, referred to as NN2, predicts subgrid surface turbulent fluxes of HL and qT (
and
, respectively) and the coarse-grained vertical turbulent diffusivity ( ) that is used for HL and
qT. We only predict in the lower troposphere (the 15 model levels below 5.7 km) because it decreases in
magnitude with height (YOG20), and the diffusivity calculated at coarse resolution from SAM is used above
5.7 km. Hence the outputs of NN2 are
(3)

@M2LInES https://m2lines.github.io

giving 15 + 1 + 1 = 17 outputs. The inputs of NN2 are chosen to be the lower tropospheric vertical profiles of T, qT, u, v, surface wind speed (windsurf ) and SST, so that XNN2 = (T, qT, u, v, windsurf, SST), giving
4 × 15 + 1 + 1 = 62 features, where v in the southern hemisphere is multiplied by −1 when used as an input
(see further discussion in YOG20).
The tendencies due to subgrid vertical advection, sedimentation and surface turbulence are calculated on-
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M2LInES: Multiscale Machine Learning In Coupled Earth System Modeling
Improving climate model skill at the air-sea interface using data + ML to learn subgrid
atmosphere, ocean and sea-ice physics processes & reduce model error

The future - finite times
Climate Process Team: “Ocean Transport & Eddy Energy” to implement,
assess, improve, & unify recent work on energetically-consistent ocean
eddy momentum & tracer parametrizations in ocean-only and coupled
climate models to improve model fidelity.

https://ocean-eddy-cpt.github.io/
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